How to Follow-Up with Prospects and

Win Business
A

while ago, my wife and I renovated our new home,
and as part of this grueling process, we had to get
many quotes from all kinds of different people. This
ranged from window replacement people, plumbers, electrical contractors, painters, tile companies, contractors, fine
craftsman, window treatment companies—the list seemed
endless. After they finally showed up and saw the work, their
next job was to deliver a quote, usually by email. As a sales
trainer, the next part seemed pretty straightforward to me.
That’s for them to follow up on their quotes, right?
Would you believe that over 90 percent of these people
NEVER followed up on their quotes? I am absolutely amazed
by that! It makes me understand and believe even more some
statistics I once saw on sales:
• 48% of sales people never follow up with a prospect.
• 25% of sales people make a second contact and stop.
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• 12% of sales people only make three contacts and stop.
• ONLY 10% of sales people make more than three
contacts.
• 2% of sales are made on the first contact.
• 3% of sales are made on the second contact.
• 5% of sales are made on the third contact.
• 10% of sales are made on the fourth contact.
• 80% of sales are made on the fifth to twelfth contact.
Interesting statistics, aren’t they? I always follow up
with prospects—with repetition—and that practice alone has
made me more successful than 90 percent of my competition.
After my recent experience with these contractors, I’m even
more convinced that just following up regularly gives you
a significant edge over your competition. Here is a sample
follow-up campaign of emails and phone calls that you can
adapt to your sales cycle.

Email #1:

After my initial phone call with a
prospect, whether they want specific
information or just links to my website,
I always send a separate email thanking them for taking the time to speak
with me:
Dear [Prospect’s Name],
Thank you for taking a few minutes
today to tell me a little about your
company and what you are trying to
accomplish. It sounds like if I can help
you [repeat their specific needs here],
then there might be a fit between our
companies.
I’ve sent you over the [brochure,
specs, job scope, etc.] as well as a meeting request and look forward to our
next conversation on [confirm time for
next contact].
If you have any questions before we
speak, please don’t hesitate to call me
back on my direct dial phone number:
[your number].
Once again, thank you for taking
the time to speak with me, and I look
forward to continuing our conversation on [confirmation date].
Sincerely,
[Your Name]

Email #2:

My next contact comes two days
later. It always includes something that
might be of interest to my prospect.
Here is a sample email:
Dear [Prospect’s Name],
I was thinking about you and
thought you would enjoy seeing/
reading the following article: [Name
of an article, company brochure, white
paper, etc. related to them]. I think this
is in alignment with what you’re trying
to accomplish.
Let me know if there is anything
else I can do to help you. Once again,
my direct phone number is: [Your
number].
Looking forward to speaking with
you next [day] at [time of appointment].
Sincerely,
[Your Name]

Contact Overview

My next contact comes with a phone
call on the date we have scheduled to
speak next. (You DID get a specific day

and time for your next contact, right?)
Often before this, I will also send out
an automatic meeting reminder. My
opening for this call is very assumptive
and avoids common mistakes such
as: “I’m just calling to follow up,” or
“I’m just calling to see if you had time
to read the material I sent you,” or
“Did you have time to go through our
website?” etc. Instead your opening call
should something like this:

two weeks. Then they get a card in the
mail each month as well.
Lastly, if a prospect goes dark
during or after this, I always send
them my “Should I Stay or Should I Go”
email which gets me a response over
65 percent of the time, even when every
other method fails to get them to react:

Hi [Prospect’s Name],
This is [Your Name] with [Your
Company]. How’s your day going?
You know [Prospect’s Name], I’ve
been looking forward to speaking with
you today. I’m sure you looked over
the information I sent and probably
have some questions, so tell me, where
would you like to start?

Dear [Prospect Name],
I haven’t heard back from you and
that tells me one of three things:
1) You’ve filled the position, or you’ve
already chosen another company for
this.
2) You’re still interested but haven’t had
the time to get back to me yet.
3) You’ve fallen and can’t get up, and in
that case please let me know and I’ll
call 911 for you...
Please let me know which one it is
because I’m starting to worry.
Honestly, all kidding aside, I understand you’re really busy, and the last
thing I want to do is be a pain in the neck
once a week. Whether your schedule has
just been too demanding or you’ve gone
another direction, I would appreciate it if
you would take a second to let me know
so I can follow up accordingly.
Thank you in advance and I look
forward to hearing back from you.
Kind regards,
[Your Name]

Again, always be assumptive, and
obviously, vary your opening based on
whether you're doing a demo, prequalifying, or simply assuming they've done
what they committed to doing and then
ask a question to get them to reveal
what they are thinking.
By this second conversation, I’ve
reached out to my prospect five times!
The first was the email with my information, the second was the email that
thanked the prospect for “taking the
time,” the third is the meeting request,
the fourth is the next email with
additional information or an article,
and the fifth is the automatic meeting
request. Including this follow-up call,
I’ve now reached out to my prospect six
times! But this is just the start.
After my presentation, I get a specific day and time to follow up again,
and I will send another email article or
white paper between these contacts. If
my prospect isn’t available when I call
back, I call them several times a day
during the week until we connect and,
of course, I also send emails.
In addition, any prospect in my
pipeline also goes into my Send Out
Cards campaign, from which they get a
physical greeting card from me in the
mail each month until they buy. See
this amazing card system here:
www.sendoutcards.com/mrinsidesales.
On average, between emails and
phone conversations and meeting
reminders, my prospects get between
eight to 12 contacts within the first

Subject line: [Prospect Name], Should I
Stay or Should I Go?

If this email made you laugh, then
think about getting your prospects to
laugh as well. Again, this email gets
over 65 percent of my prospects to
email me back and let me know their
status. Try it, it works.
As you can see, having a follow up
system—and sticking to it—will will put
you ahead of over 90 percent of your
competition. If you’ve qualified a lead
properly in the beginning, then this kind
of perseverance is often enough to win
you business the majority of the time. N
Mike Brooks is the acclaimed author of a
completely updated and revised eBook, The
Complete Book of Phone Scripts, with over
130 pages of powerful and effective scripts
to help you easily get past the gatekeeper,
set appointments, overcome objections, and
close more money! Contact Mike through his
website: http://www.MrInsideSales.com.
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